
Winchester Chapter of the lzaak Walton League
2863 Millwood Pike

Winchester, VA. 22502

BOARD RESOLUTION

Subject: Shotgu n Cash Receipts

Dated: 6lzsl2OL7 # Aye: 9 # Nay: 0 Approved (Y/N): Y

Resolution: Whereas: We have experienced repeated problems with cash receipts from
the Shotgun range either being turned in late, being deposited in personal
accounts and remitted to the Chapter by personal check, or being deposited
directly into the Chapter bank account, bypassing the established accounting
and audit process.

Now Therefore: All shotgun receipts MUST be deposited with the
accompanying justifying documentation into the Treasury Drop Box at the
close of the day's shoot.

The Range Committee Chair is authorized to accept shotgun receipts and to
designate RSO alternates. A base level of S25 in the range petty cash is

authorized to provide change. The petty cash will be retained in a combo
lock cash box that will be locked in the Range shack between shoots, subject
to inspection by the Treasurer and Finance Committee Chair. The
combination will be set by the Treasurer and will be given by the Range Chair
only to those RSOs authorized by the Range Chair to accept cash. Any
withdrawal of such authority must be advised to the Treasurer who will
change the combination on the cash box.

Receipts will be recorded using the attached format (subject to change from
time to time) and deposited in the Treasury Drop Box with the
corresponding cash.

Failure to comply may result in the right to accept shotgun receipts at the
range of the offending individual being withdrawn.

Vote

Member M/s Aye Nay Abstain Absent E-Mail Phone

Dan Arico S X

Chris Barltrop M X

Brian Callahan X

Duane Kramer X

Wade Manuel x

Mike Mercer S X
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Member Mls Aye Nay Abstain Absent E-Mail Phone

David Prater x

Jim Sherry X

Al stitt x

Pau I Strawderman X

Jack Weeks X

Harold Whitacre x

Failure to deposit shotgun receipts on a weekly basis increases the risk of reconciliation issues andlor
cash being lost. Bypassing the established cash handling procedures by failing to use the Treasury Drop
Box violates the point-of-entry-data-capture process we have instituted with QuickBooks, and leaves

the Treasurer with no way to reconcile the amount against actual receipts, in violation of proper
accounting record keeping practices.

Paul Strawderman commented: I believe everyone should refer to the recommendations from YHB and from
Gil Markbein our finance Chair. lf I am interpreting them both correctly, all cash turned into the treasure should
be accompanied by a receipt from the treasure to the one transferring the cash. This would be proof of transfer
and transparent transactions. This resolution would violate the recommendations and not be a secure way of
handling cash. The "Treasures box" is not secure even with the cameras.

Treasurer response: With one exception, all receipts have been traceable back to the individual member

- that exception has been the 50/50, where a single entry is made. On Meals, while a single entry is

made, the sign-in sheet that shows who paid for a meal is attached to the deposit report, enabling
reconciliation of the amount received against the sign-in sheet. Shotgun clay target fees have also been
recorded against each member, and a deposit receipt generated within QuickBooks that could be
printed and given to any shooter who wants confirmation that their payment was handled properly. ln
the process, this process developed usage statistics to support grant request for improving the shotgun
range. That process worked well, despite often month long delays in submitting the receipts, up
through Miy 4, 2O17. And the Treasury Drop Box is secure enough providing shotgun receipts are
deposited frequently enough that cash does not build up excessively.

Material Discussion
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